
Pronunciation

While the following brief description of

Rengao sounds and synnbols is intended to orient

the student to major features of pronunciation,

it must be enaphasized that these and other

details of authentic Rengao speech production

will only be acconnplished with the assistance of

a Rengao speaker and sonne practice.

1) Consonants

English speakers should note that voiceless

stops j^, ^, ch , and k are rather tense but un-
aspirated (no puff of air acconnpanies their re-

lease) in contrast with ph , th, and kh, which are

aspirated. Voice stops b^, d, j_, and ^ are pro-

nounced as in English, Nasal consonants _m, n,

ng have the expected values, but nh represents
a palatal sound like the Spanish n. The letter
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l_has its English value, but r has a flap articu-

lation, again as in Spanish.

Rreglottalized and preaspirated varieties

of some of the above consonants will perhaps
be somewhat novel. Glottal stop acti^on pre-

ceding or during the production of voiced stops,

nasals, or laterals is symbolized with an apog«-

trophe before the consonant, e. g, Jb, |rn, *1,

Rather than 'd, however, the Vietnamese d^ is

used. While plain initial semivowels are writ-

ten w and y_, the preglottalized ones are writter.

u and j^respectively, thus yS 'grandmother'

(plain senaivowelji is distinct from i^ *a little'

(preglottalized sennivowel). Aspiration nnay

precede nasals, 1, and r^, for exannple, hmSn
'many', hlSt 'to die', hri^ng 'fast'. The glottal

stop, when occurring word finally, is syrt^bol

ized with a breve
J;[
over the vowel with no othef

final consonant following. The breve marks
short vowels under all other conditions.

2) Vowels

Rengao vowels are of the following two

classes.

Lax Register Tense Register

1 U 1 U :

^ 6 e o

(3 a

Notice with your Rengao teacher's assistance

that the lax set of vowels is more resonant an^
in some sense 'looser' than the tense set.

Further, note that each tense vowel is pro-

nounced with the tongue slightly lower
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in the mouth than the corresponding lax vowel,
e.g. ^ is lower thane, a is lower than d. etc.
The acute accent J^is used for tense i_and u.

Otherwise, the vowels pretty much follow The
Vietnamese spelling convention. The breve
symbol ^marks short vowels (except where
it marks final glottal stop (see under Conso-
nants). In addition, £ and d are short and
long varieties of the shwa sound. As in
Vietnamese, a vowel symbol preceding another
(final) i_or £ is pronounced long, while a vowel
preceding a final X or u is short, e, g. _ao
'shirt»(long a) contrasts with^u »I» (short a).

The separation of two vowels by a hyphen indi-
cates a syllable division and an intervening
glottal stop, e.g. hd-6k 'cough'.
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